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INTRODUCTION
Blaze Wireless LTD is a recently established, local business which uses cutting edge long range
wireless technology coupled with carrier grade hardware to deliver high performing Internet to isolated
homes and businesses, remote locations and rural communities in West Sussex. Our independent,
secure fibre-optic over wireless network is capable of delivering speeds of up to 300Mbps throughout
the area including to places where BT broadband is known to be slow and unreliable.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Our wireless broadcasting equipment extends our own carrier grade fibre-optic supply circuit, installed
in Central Chichester, ‘wirelessly’ by transmitting it over a selected area, just like a television signal. To
benefit from wireless fibre-optic broadband a small receiving aerial, about the size of a paperback
book, is required and can be easily installed in a matter of days. Once installed customers can simply
connect a computer, laptop, router or private WiFi devices to our wireless internet and enjoy high
speed fibre-optic broadband.
INSTALLATION
Recent installations have been extremely successful and are currently providing satisfied customers in
Chichester and outlying rural areas with reliable, high speed broadband.
BROADBAND COSTS
Blaze Wireless Internet access starts at a monthly cost of £25. There are no hidden fees, no line rental
charge and no fixed term contracts so you can upgrade, downgrade or stop your subscription
whenever you wish. A Blaze set up and aerial package costs £80 and comes with fitting instructions
for DIY installation. Alternatively Blaze Wireless offers a fitting service for around £65. Data usage and
speed is unrestricted during the first month giving customers the opportunity to study data usage and
average speeds so that a suitable ongoing monthly service can be tailored to individual user’s exact
requirements.
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